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way the outflow can be regulated from a single drop to a
continuous stream, or stopped altogether. The manipula-
tion of this can is learned in a moment, so to speak, as soon
as it is taken in the hand; and if the user employs sufficient
care, not a single drop of oil need be wasted.
The Oil Cup.—For large shafts or axles the oil cup (Fig. 16)
is used. In its simplest form this cup consists of a small
vessel G, which is mounted on the bearing of the shaft A, and
is closed by a tight-fitting hinged cover, to keep out dust.
A small conical tube E in the bottom of the cup allows the
oil to flow down to the shaft, through the bearing.
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The oiler fills the cup full of oil (preferably from an aero-
static can), and knows from experience how long this quan-
tity will last. It is important to make the cup G rather
shallow, and the tube B very fine otherwise the column of
oil being too high would exert an excessive pressure, thus
causing a larger flow of oil
from the cup than is neces-
sary for lubrication.
fig. 16.
Some machine parts be-
ing constantly in motion
need continuous lubrica-
tion, whilst their inac-
cessibility precludes oiling
by hand without stopping the machine. Devices are, how-
ever, provided for enabling this operation to be performed
in a continuous manner while the machine is running.
One of these is shown in Fig. 17, and is particularly recom-
mended on account of its simple construction and high effi-
ciency.
The drawing represents a ring E, running on a disc
mounted on the shaft A and in contact with the ring at all
points of the circumference. Hence the surfaces in contact
between the parts E and S must be lubricated. Now, an
ordinary oiling cup would throw the oil about, owing to the
continuous movement of E: therefore to prevent this, a
moveable oiler is employed. This consists of a glass bulb G,
which is screwed on to the ring E by means of a metallic
jjiount. The mount carries an upwardly evased pone valve V,

